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{USTRALASIAN HISTORICAL ARCHAEOLOGY I5. I99?

The Technology of Colonial Ore Processing in Western Australia:
The Warribanno Lead Smelter

MARTIN GIBBS

The Warribanno smelter was constructed in 1853 to process galena from the Geraldine Lead Mine, the first
viable commercial mining operation in Western Australia, located 500 kilometres north of Perth on the
Murchison River. Despite using tvvo expensive imported reverberatory furnaces, the smelter was only usedfor
several years before permanently closing in 1858. This paper describes the archaeological and historical
evidence for the nature and operation of the Warribanno smelter complex and examines it in the context of
contemporary British and South Australian smelting technology. It also examines possible factors behind the
short-lived and apparently unsuccessful nature ofthe operation.

::rdies of early mining in Westem Australia have been
::niinated by the overwhelming social, economic and physical
:.:Jence of the several gold rushes which gripped the colony
-:rm the mid-l880s onwards. In contrast, the thirty years of
::,1. copper and tin mining which pre-dated the gold
:.-'overies are relegated to brief historical footnotes. Most of
: ,. pre-goldrush activity was situated within the Northampton
'1.reral Field, stretching approximately 100 kilometres
:,::*een Geraldton and the Murchison River. Possibly as a
- r\equence of their limited historical recognition, locations

-." rr from well-known mining areas and limited re-working in
:::r periods, many of these earliest mine sites have survived

-:.  : t ively undisturbed.

This paper documents the historical and archaeological
: , jence for the first attempts at mineral processing in Westem
. -'ralia, at the Warribanno lead smelter, located near the
'1-:chison River, approximately 500 kilometres north of Perth
: :. I ). The Warribanno smelter complex is one of a series of

\l tdtvest Western Australia showing upproximate urea o.f the

-mpntn Mineral Field.

sites associated with the Geraldine Lead Mine, the first
productive European mining operation in Westem Australia,
which opened in 1849 (Fig. 2). Several comprehensive
considerations of the European settlement of the midwest
region and the history of the Geraldine Mine are already
available, so the following narrative focuses on the previously
undocumented development of the smelter complex.l It also
examines the technology of the smelter within the context of
contemporary developments in Britain and South Australia,
and considers whether there is evidence of local innovation or
adaptation.

Part of the research for this paper was originally
carried out for a conservation study of the Warribanno lead
smelter site, undertaken by Considine and Griffiths Architects
on behalf of the Northampton Historical Society.2 However,
the study also forms a component of a long-term investigation
by the author into the historical archaeology of the early mines
and mining communities of the Northampton Mineral Field.

Fig.2: Galena Mining Area showing loco.tions of Gerakline Mine antJ
Warribanrut Smelter.
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HISTORY OF THE SMELTER

By the mid-1840s rhe Swan River Colony had survived the
various near-disastrous economic problems which had beset it
since its foundation in 1829 and emerged as a small but viable
pastoral and agricultural settlement. However, there was a
certain eagemess amongst the colonists and administration to
find exportable resources which would generate revenue and
secure the future of the economy. In particular, and despite
several early disappointments, hopes were held for the
discovery of minerals and especially gold.

In 1846 Augustus Gregory of the Colonial Surveyors
Department discovered brown coal along the Irwin River in the
previously unexplored midwest region of Westem Australia.
His second expedition in 1848 saw the discovery of galena
(lead sulphide) in the bed of the Murchison River, resulting in a
number of notable Perth merchants quickly forming a small
company named the 'Geraldine Mining Company'in honour of
the then Govemor, Charles Fitzgerald.: In early November of
1849 an overland party led by Gregory set out from perth,
surveyed a potential harbour at the mouth of the Hutt River
(later to become Port Gregory), and headed across the sand
plain towards the site of the galena discoveries. Mining
operations appear to have commenced almost immediately,
although the main shaft was foolishly sited directly over the
original outcropping, which happened to be located in the bed
of the then-dry Murchison River. Although this allowecl an
immediate return of ore, it also resulted in flooding every time
the river began to flow and was not remedied until 1867 when a
new shaft was opened above the north-west bank ofthe river.a

During the several months of late 1849 and early 1850
Augustus Gregory surveyed the surrounding area (discovering
a nearby seam of copper in the process), further investigated the
harbour at Port Gregory, established the route from port to mine
and assisted in setting up the new establishment. This included
constructing 'a furnace capable of smelting (lead) ore',
although no further details could be found of either the nature
or production of this first smelter.5 Neither contemporary
newspaper reports nor the Blue Books (which were the annual
reports of colonial production) report exports of pig lead until
1853, which possibly indicates that Gregory's smelter was not
viable. Smelting does, however, appear to have been intended
by the Geraldine Mining Company from an early stage.

One of the motivations for construction of a smelter was the
cost and difficulty of transporting unprocessed ore. port
Gregory is situated approximately 50 kilometres from the mine,
much of this being a sand plain across which the heavy ore
wagons moved slowly and bogged frequently. It is probable that
the owners of the mine hoped to reduce the time, difficulty and
expense of ore transport by smelting the galena into lead, so
that only the ingots or pigs needed to be carted across the sand
plain to Port Gregory. The other benefit would have been that
the processed material could then be shipped directly to
England, rather than to another colony for smelting, thus
increasing the retum on what was already a marginal operation.

In late I 850 or early 1 85 I representatives of the Geraldine
Mining Company searched the mining districts in the north of
England for an experienced smelter willing to migrate to the
colony and oversee the Murchison operation. They finally
secured the services of Francis Watson Pearson of Newcastle-
on-Tyne, transporting him, his wife and five children, and a
cargo of materials for a new smelter, to Western Australia
aboard the Morning Star.6 T"he vessel arrived at Fremantle on
the 19 October 1851, with rhe Pearsons and equipment
dispatched northward to Champion Bay less than a month later.

In January of 1852 the Geraldine Mine was visited by the
Governor, a party of notable settlers, and a military escort, for
the purpose of investigating reported misbehaviour by the
ticket-of-leave men and Aboriginal workers.T The publishecl
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account of this tour reported that difficulties were being
experienced in bringing the smelting equipment along the
track from Port Gregory, with Pearson estimating at the
present rate of carting it would take up to two years to get the
bricks and ironwork to the mine.8 The report also cast doubts
on the wood and water supplies available, concluding that with
all expenses and difficulties taken into consideration, it would
be cheaper to send the ore elsewhere for processing.

By April there had been some progress, with Robert
Habgood and Thomas Carter (representing the directors of the
company) detailing the Geraldine operation at this time in
some depth.e Pearson is described as being a man of great
energy, and noted as having nearly completed the construction
of a smelting fumace with flues and chimney, despite a
shortage of men available to undertake this work. Althoush
incomplete, the first operation of the smelting plant wis
successfully demonstrated to the visitors, resulting in the
production of two, l0 stone (140 pounds or 63 ki lograms) pigs
of lead. Pearson was reported as intending to start construction
of a second similar fumace almost immediately. However, this
was clearly not the smelter or the site now known as
Warribanno, as the report states:

These fumaces are not composed of the expensive
apparatus lately imported by the Morning Star, and are
erected for temporary use to load the teams employed in
bringing up the goods, and works are now in active
operation for the erection of the two fumaces
imported... the company are fortunate in having
immediately on the spot, with the exception of what
they have already provided from England, every
requisite material - some stone of the very best quality
is found within 2 miles, brick-earth immediately on the
spot, and a cliff of sandstone, easily worked to any
required shape or size, within I /4 of a mile. to

The report also describes the company's brickfield, where
some bricks for the new furnaces had already been made and a
kiln was ready for buming. Probably responding to the earlier
criticisms, Pearson stated that the wood available in the area
was superior to any fuel he had ever used, and that the smelter
could be supplied with it at a rate cheaper than coals could be
supplied in England. He confidently suggested that when both
of the new furnaces were working, they would produce
1 500 tons of lead within 12 months.l l  Despite a special
meet ing of  rhe Ceraldine Mining Company to discuss a
proposal by a South Australian company to smelt the
Murchison ore in that colony, the construction of the new
smelter proceeded, if slowly, over the next three years. r 2

By August of 1853 work on the new smelter complex had
commenced, with a report by the Mine Captain (John Hoskins)
stating that it was intended to start breaking up the foundation
for the flue as soon as hands could be spared from other duties,
although work had already begun on digging a tunnel through
the hi l l  to connect the f lue to the site of the new chimney.t3 1n
addition, a good well of 9 fathoms (-54 feet or 16.5 merres)
depth had been dug and housing for the workers hacl also been
built. Four thousand fire bricks and an unstated number of
ordinary bricks had been made from local clay, puddled by
oxen and fired in a kiln, all at a location somewhere near the
smelter site. This is also the first report where the new smelter
site is referred to as the'Gum Forest ' ,  probably ref lect ing the
natural vegetation such as indicated on Gregory's 1850 survey.

While construction of the new works at the new smelter
(later Wanibanno) proceeded, the existing smelter continued
to operate, with Captain Hoskins stating that over 40 tons of
lead had been tumed out, possibly within the preceding two
month period.la Several months earlier it had been reportecl
that although the furnace was working well, experiments had
been carr ied out to f ind a means of ' thickening'the slas to
faci l i tate i ts separat ion f rom rhe molren lead.rs Lime, wi ' ich



t \ere being ,: :  usual ly used in these circumstances, was not proving
:t along the :-:--ri\.e, although by late March an effective (but
:ting at the - - rjntified) substitute had been found.
r\ to get the 3r late october of 1853 the first of the new furnaces at

:::f.":?j: -..:.b.nno was nearing completion, while nearty alt of the

:: ' l i::l j l -'::rls for rhe second had been carred up from Championrn' lt would : - However, it appears that a quarrel between the Mine
l: 

-rr:.n &Dd Pearson had developed, so that when spirits were
'ilth Robert - -- .:,ced to the mine the argument reached the point where
:.- tors of the . _ - . - :.t temporarily left the ste. r7 The nature of the disoute is
i is  t ime in,- . : : : in.  uut i tappears thatalowerthanexpected yieldfrom
'rn of  great '  . -  : l rer  for  th i  g iven quant i ty of  ore may have been at  the
-on.struction -- : rhe situation, with a loss of 50 peicent, presumably
' despite a - :-: original total weieht of the ore. beine noted.ls A
'" '{ lthough ,*-;-::porr*also notes that'the expectations of"the directors

plant was .- --.-.rd ro the yield of the fumace had not been realised'
::ns in the ' -.- 'ir appeared matters did not go smoothly between the
:rams) pigs - : :- rnd ihe mine captain, and that blame attached
-rnstruction -: , -3ii ' .19 The diff iculty must have been with the existinga ever, this - - .1:. as the new reverberatory fumace at Warribanno was
known as , - . 

-.,r 
as being completed and ready for operation until

-  
: :  l : - . ] f l .10

tnsive : . -:.: of 1854 a roasting fumace had been constructed,
rndare -:: begun on a second reverberatory fumace and
rred in ""- -. : . : :  * i th the completecl reverberatory fumace had
3ctive - :  -  - .  :hc process requir ing less wood while providing a

jmaces -: '  , :- . i  r ield of lead from the ore.2l Althoush this result
having -: -- -- :: the same as the apparently unsatisfaitory yield of
: r ihat ",  t- :  -> \ear, there is l i t t le comment on the situation,
3\'ery ' i: i3arly 14 tons of lead had been produced in only

quali ty - :  .  i r t i  ins the cri t ics.
Jn the:o anv . ,- -'- ',i L",:']ru';? jif:.i';Xl"i:l#"ffi;'*:il"::1

,..1 . -i -.- -: ;onvict depot at Lynton, close to the harbour at
: id. where - -: :  : . .  and had establ ished a blacksmith's shop and
-.rde and a ..-:::ier Pearson maintained some contact with the
:he earl ier ,  ".  - ;  

"1.: ing 
Company or a new person was hired to run

:thearea .- . lnknown.
:e smelter i: - 'ons at the fumaces proceeded
':ould be :);'ffit:ffi:tJ,ttl" the coroniar newspapers.
.  hen bothproduce - .'f ilol'JT'#:J'*Ji:T:iil."H:^i[*':ffiX
i special .. *- - '.\':srern Australia, but as no other lead mine or
l lsc.uss a
ne lt the .'- '.-:>3 actually repiesent the output of the Geraldine
ihe new :::rt'anno smelter.

- - - '-r tlrst half of 1855 most work at the Geraldine-cler had
; 

- ; . ' - :  . t t r : i i  to have been Suspended.23 However,  by the
i losKlns) 

- -  :  :he vear mining had recommenced and various
:  ndat ion
:r duties, - .  

- , :-  i :  to the mine were being undertaken.2a A

rhrough ,- - 
. 
. ,,.ix."_,l.ri# ,#:r::T,.".j 

;rt,i:':i.TTlT.*rsr' l l  In - - 
-- 

"- . ,-:ushing. There is also reference to the' mctres) _
,lso been 

. -. '  .- : i  a 'new chimney', which may refer to the
, "-- ': -: :- -- :r3\.:5 If the smelter was out of use for a short

. : lDer oI
:J led by
lear the
:melter

: : rnq the
:urV€!.

:melter
-  nr inued
lons of

. .ng two
:iported
:nts had
slag to

. rvhich

-abie 1. Blue Book Records of Lead Ore and
t g Lead Exports trom the Geraldine Mine

period while these works were carried out, it may explain why
the 1855 Blue Book records exports of unprocessed ore, in
addition to the smelted pig-lead.

At the start of 1856 the Geraldine Mine was offered for
sale.26 Mining operations continued with indications that fair
progress was being made, despite the Blue Book indicating a
significant reduction in the export of lead.27 A prospectus
prepared in the second half of the year provides a clear
summary of the plant, finances and situation of the mine, as
well as the state of the smelter.

At the Gum Forest, about 3 miles W.S. from this mine,
the Company purchased a block of land - 20 acres -
on which they have erected a roasting and two large
smelting fumaces, with a large chimney 105 feet
above the works, together with good dwelling houses
for workmen, &c. Nearly all of the lead risen from the
mine for the last three years has been smelted here, it
being the most convenient spot for wood, and in the
high road leading from the mine to Port Gregory.z8

Another section of the report refers to there also being a
smithy and storage buildings at the smelter.2e

The prospectus appears to have attracted few potential
purchasers, either locally or in Britain. This may have been
because by the mid to late 1850s new copper ore and galena
deposits had been located to the south towards the Bowes River.
The new mines were closer to the port facilities of Champion
Bay, did not suffer from the Geraldine Mine's difficulties with
water and transportation, and could be supplied easily from the
new pastoral and agricultural settlements around Greenough.3o
Port Gregory had also obtained a reputation as a difficult
harbour to enter, with several wrecks and damaged vessels
discouraging use.3l With better investment options both within
Westem Australia and abroad, there was little incentive to
purchase or invest in the largely unsuccessful Geraldine Mining
Company, although a tenant does appear to have been found to
continue operations.s2

Between 1 856 and 1 859 there are several reports of further
efforts being made to improve the road to Port Gregory.33 This
included the purchase of a steam traction engine to cart the
wagons of ore over the sand plain, although on its initial run it
failed to make it beyond the sand dunes near the port, let alone
all the way to the mine.3a The Blue Books suggest that small
quantities of galena were still being smelted in 1858 and 1859,
although by 1860 only unprocessed pig lead is recorded as
being exported, suggesting that attempts at smelting had
finally ceased.

After 1859 the situation of the Geraldine Mine becomes
somewhat confusing. An English group appears to have
purchased the company, although by August of 1860 there
were reports that the company had already collapsed and the
equipment at the mine was to be sold.35 Work at the Geraldine
Mine did recommence in 1864 or early 1865 under new
owners, although there is no indication that any further
attempts were made to process lead ore at the smelter either
then or in the future.

It has been suggested that the name 'Warribanno',
presumably derived from two Nanda words; 'warri'(fire) and
'bunna' (hill), was first recorded in an 1860s survey of the
lower Murchison region by Assistant Surveyor William
Phelps.36 However, a search through Phelps' notebooks for this
period failed to find this reference. Department of Land
Administration nomenclature files suggest that the name was
first used by surveyor W A. Irvine in 1906, over 40 years after
the last known firing of the smelter.

There is little documentary evidence of the fate of the
smelter throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century. Through this period the Ajana-Galena area went
through several further phases of mining activity and pastoral

Lead Ore
:ons value (e)

Lead (smelted)
tons value (t)

122
'134
60

120
61
25

2. 250

:3 5 985

1 200
2 400
2 675
1 200
2 410
1 220
on:
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settlenrcnt. Because the chimney is so conspicuous, the smelter
site remained a well-known and visited landmark. However,
oral evidence and the few photographs available show that as
the structures of the smelter progressively declined, most of
the building materials, particularly the valuable firebricks
lining the fumaces and flues, were salvaged for re-use
elsewhere in the districr. In lgTZ the Naiional Trust of
Australia (W.A.) undertook conservation works on the site,
focussing on stabilising and partially restoring the surviving
base section of the chimney structure.3T Since that time the
smelter has remained undisturbed, although the disposition of
the rubble remaining at the site suggests that there may also
have been one or more attempts to clear debris away from the
foundations to better show their layout. Over the last several
years rising community concems over the effects of increasing
tourist visitation resulted in the commissioning of the
preliminary conservation study on which this article is based.38

THE LEAD SMELTING PROCESS

The processes of mining, preparing and smelting lead ore
during the mid-nineteenth century are quite well documented
in contemporary British sources, providing possible
interpretations of the physi^al remains encountered at the
Wanibanno smelter site.3e

The initial processes of lead smelting generally involved
crushing and dressing the ore; removing as much of the waste
material (feigh) as possible to leave only the high grade galena
(concentrate). At older or smaller mines this separation of
high-grade ore, low-grade ore and waste (a process known as
bucking) would be done with hand-wielded hammers on an
'ore-floor', such as the extensive stone-paved surface which
still survives at the Geraldine Mine. Mechanical crushers could
also be used and it will be recalled thar in 1g55 there is
evidence that the Geraldine Mine was installing a grinding
machine of some kind.no

Although most descriptions oflead ore preparation suggest
that a further process of washing the ore (buddling) would
normally come next, in the water-poor conditions of the Ajana
area this would probably not always have been possible,
except during those brief periods when the Murchison flowed
or a river pool formed near the mine. This means that the ore
sent to Warribanno quite probably contained various heavy
mineral contaminants such as zinc which may have affected
the smelting process. This may prove to be detectable through
testing of residues associated with the fumaces.

The first stage of refining the galena (lead sulphide) into a
metal was to pre-roast the ore in air within a roasting or
calcining fumace so that the sulphide was reduced, partially to
oxide and partially to sulphate, although not at sulficient
temperature to turn the ore molten. Sulphur dioxide gas, which
is both poisonous and corrosive, would be released during this
process, explaining why tall chimneys were a necessary
feature oflead smelters. A plan ofan 1860s calcining hearth at
the Talisker Silver Lead Mine in South Australia suggests that
these structures were similar in nature and operation to a
reverberatory fumace (described below).+t However, it appears
that a full-sized full reverberatory fumace would normally be
somewhat larger than a calcining or roasting fumace, with a
hearth measuring about 6 feet (1.8 metres) square.42 The pre-
roasting process would be done with a fairly gentle heat,
taking several hours to complete, after which the ore was raked
out and into a trough of water, and then removed to the main
reverberatory fumace.

'The 
historical record explicitly states that the two new

smelting hearths imported for installation at Warribanno were
reverberatory fumaces, sometimes referred to as ,cupola'
fumaces. A general description of the form and operation of
this kind of hearth is as follows:
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the cupola was constructed of stone or brick, lined
intemally with refractory firebrick, and strapped
extemally with iron bars and bolts. Normally an arch
was formed undemeath the hearth to prevent ingress of
moisture, and the roof was also arched, both from front
to rear, and along the length from the fire to the chimney.
The hearth could be compared in form to a saucer, tilted
towards a taphole, with its firebrick base covered or
'run'with slag material. At one end was a firehole, with
a grate and ashpit under, separated from the hearth by a
low wall or 'firebridge'. Flames from the fire passed
over the bridge, and heated the curved roof which
'reverberated', i.e. focussed the radiation of, the heat
onto the ore below, then passed via one or two openings
into the chimney. At the front or smelter's side was the
taphole which ran into an iron pot or sumper heated by a
small fire. To control the air let into the hearth there were
three airdoors at both front and rear. The door to the
firehole was usually placed at the rear or labourer,s side,
but smaller single-manned fumaces were made with it
at the front for the smelter's convenience. Ore was
normally put in from a hopper placed over the centre
of the hearth... In overall size it was some 16-20 feet
[5 to 6 metres] long, 10 feet [3 metres] wide and,
excluding the hopper, and the sumper sunk in the floor,
about 6 or 7 feet [2 metres] high.+l

This is a generalised description, and in real circumstances
furnaces could exhibit considerable variation in size, form and
detail. A simplified diagram of the structure of a reverberatory
fumace is provided in Figure 3, although more complex
drawings can be found in several sources.44

1. Ore hoppers
2. Fire door
3. Fire and grate
4. Ash pit
5. Refractory arch
6. Fire bridge

7. Furnace chamber
8. Working door {ore removal)
9. Bath and grate

10. Sumpter pot
'l 1. Flue
12. Airgap

LONGlTUDINAL SECTION

Fig. 3 : Schematic plan ofa reverberutory furmce.
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The products of the lead smelting furnace were, firstly,
retallic lead which was drawn off in molten form and
-.rimately run off into ingots which were referred to as 'pigs'.
lhere would also be slag, composed of earthy materials and
::\'unsmelted ore, including metallic lead bonded within the
:,rres. Slag could be re-smelted to reclaim the residual
-.:terial, sometimes in a separate slag fumace, although the
-.:in reverberatory furnace could be used.

It is interesting to note that over time and presumably as
-: original fabric of the fumaces and flues deteriorated or
-::e salvaged, the local understanding of the processes
--::rtaken at the Warribanno smelter became increasingly

--ured. 
Several documentary sources (and local informants

':J\ ) repeat a belief that the smelter worked by loading wood
-.- I Jre into the base of the chimney and setting fire to the fuel.
--= pig lead was then thought to flow out through the tunnel
-- : Jorvn the flue channels to cool. This appears to confuse the
- :-.ne) with the processes of a blast fumace, such as used to
-..: iron.a5 Without visible flue and lead smelter structures

,- ::i ir€ in fact some superficial similarities.

\ RC HAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE

! r ironment

-"- -'\'arribanno smelter complex is situated on Murchison
, ..:i.-rr 3, approximately 8.5 kilometres off the North West

-.::l Highway and 9 kilometres along the old Warribanno
- -,-.3) Road. The smelter is also approximately

- ' . . -.nretres south of the Geraldine Mine.
. -.: most significant landscape feature of the Warribanno

: . rhe stone outcrop on which the remaining 6 metres of

the chimney stack sits, with this structure being readily visible
from many locations around the district (Fig. a). The actual
hearths and smelter structures are spread along the southem
slope and base of the hill, immediately below the chimney and
for some distance eastward. Although agricultural land
surrounds the outcrop, the top and slopes of the hill are lightly
wooded with york gums, jam trees, ti trees, and several
surviving sandalwood and kurrajong trees.

Smelter Buildings and Furnaces

The surviving components of the smelter include evidence of
at least four random rubble structures and the connecting flues,
although most of the original materials have been severely
scavenged to the point where all that remains are at best basic
foundations. A plan of the visible evidence is provided in
Figure 5. The survey was completely non-intrusive, so while it
is possible that further structural detail could be revealed by
excavation or even simple clearance of rubble and dirt, at the
time this was not considered a possibility.

The most westerly of the structures appears to be the
simplest, but has also obviously suffered some of the worst
damage from scavenging and is only partially visible beneath
rubble and an overburden of soil. Small pieces of galena are
also scattered on the ground nearby. Despite the lack ofvisible
detail, the building would appear to have been rectangular,
with intemal dimensions of 1.9 metres by 3 metres, with a
0.6 metre wide flue entering above floor level, although a
precise height cannot be determined at this time. Given the
dimensions and the connection with the flue, it seems possible
that this is the roasting fumace mentioned in the 1856
prospectus. Excavation will be necessary to further investigate
the nature of this structure, although from the visible evidence
it appears to be much simpler than the calcining furnace at the
Talisker Mine and may indicate a less complex form of ore
roaSting.a6

The two large central structures are presumably the
reverberatory furnaces, with complex floor plans which are
also only partially visible from the surviving or exposed fabric.
Both buildings appear to have had outer walls of double-
skinned random rubble, with internal structures of coursed
ashlar blocks, possibly of sandstone (Fig. 6). These intemal
structures are interpretated as being the footings of the
fumaces, with the outer walls indicating a housing structure or
perhaps cover. There is a clearance of two or more metres
between the furnaces and the covering structures around three

Fig. 5: Interpretation oJ archaeobgical remains at the Warribanrn
Smelter.
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sides, presumably to allow people to work around them. On
their north sides the hearths are built up to the external walls
where a flue, with an internal channel width of approximately
0.95 metre (3 fee|, enters each at about 1 metre above current
ground level. There are some remnants of non-local fire bricks
along the wall of the eastern furnace building, although a
cursory examination did not show any diagnostic markings
which might indicate their origin.

The ashlar blocks in the base of the eastern building are
the more visible of the two fumaces, indicating a structure
approximately 7 metres long and 3.1 metres wide,
corresponding quite closely to the dimensions provided in the
description quoted above.aT The intemal wall at the southem
end of the hearth probably indicates the location of the
'firebridge', the low wall which separated the fire and ash pit
from the chamber (Fig. 3).+t The plan of the western fumace
base is far less clear but does appear slightly different,
although this may be a function of what has been salvaged
from either or both. It is possible that the visible portion on the
southern end also indicates the firebridge and ashpit.

Two metres north of the eastem fumace is a smaller
building, also of random rubble walls and with some
brickwork along the interior westem side. This structure is
completely filled with rubble and soil to an unknown depth,
but perhaps as much as half a metre or more. While it is
difficult to discern details, it appears that a narrow flue of less
than 50 centimetres enters into this building along its north
side. It is possible that this is a slag fumace such as described
earlier, although there is no mention of one being constructed
at Warribanno and the structure and flue appear to be
somewhat different to the other three smelter buildings. An
altemative interpretation is that this building was the smithy
mentioned in the 1856 prospectus, with the small flue possibly
connected to the hearth of the forge. There is sufficient fabric
remaining beneath the rubble that excavation may resolve this
question.

It should be noted that by the early 1850s, when the
Wanibanno smelter was constructed, flues had generally
replaced the former practice of chimneys being attached
direqtly to the furnace.a9 It had also been realised that
considerable quantities of lead were being lost through vapout
but that by constructing a flue between the fumace and the
chimney it was possible to catch or condense the sublimated
particles. At regular intervals the flues, which were generally
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Fig.6: Ashlur block base oJ western
reverberatory Jurnace ( kt<tking west).

large enough to crawl through, would be swept out and the
deposits re-smelted in the fumace. The Warribanno flues are
quite simple and relatively straight, reflecting the common
design of that period. After the 1850s flues were made much
longeq and often constructed with loops, parallel systems and
condensers (or scrubbers) to increase the amount of
sublimated lead recovered.

The Warribanno flues have been reduced to open channels
of a random rubble construction, faced along the interior side
and with evidence for a clay and possible lime mortar lining.
The brickwork scattered along the length of the flues suggests
the nature of the vaulting which would have originally
enclosed the channels, although none has actually survived. As
noted, the flues from the two reverberatory fumaces are
approximately 0.95 metre (3 fee| in width, and combine at a
distance of approximately 20 metres away from the fumaces
(Fig. 7). A single combined flue of 1.2 metres width then leads
off to the north and at a slight incline up the slope towards a
tunnel bored through the hillside. This underground section of
the flue is also on a slight incline and is oriented on a slightly
different alignment to that of the above-ground section.
Internal examination was not possible. The horizontal tunnel
terminates in a vertical shaft which is semicircular on its
eastem side. This shaft then discharges into the above ground
section of the flue (the chimney).

In the absence of bellows, reverberatory fumaces required
a higher chimney to increase the draught and therefore the
intensity of the 'blast'within the hearth. The square sectioned
stack at Warribanno is typical of contemporary Yorkshire
smelters, betraying Pearson's origins and contrasting to the
circular stacks which were characteristic of smelters in
Comwall and contemporary sites found in South Australia.5o
Only 6 metres survive of the Warribanno chimney stack.
The 1856 prospectus states the chimney originally towered
105 feet (32 metres) above the works, although as this almost
certainly included the estimated 60 feet ( 18 metres) of the hill
on which it sits, the original height of the chimney itself must
have been between 12 and 14 metres.5l Large slabs of
brickwork from the collapsed upper sections of the chimney
surround the base. As noted previously the structure was
stabilised and partially reconstructed by the National Trust
during the 1970s.
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0ther Buildings and Sites

- - the east of the smelter complex are three further associated
..::s. Approximately 35 metres northeast of the eastem furnace
::. the ruins of a two room building. The walls survive to as
-..ich as 2 metres high and are of random rubble with some
i.;rlar blocks to the quoins. There are windows and a door
::cning in the south wall, but no evidence of fire-places.
; -bble partially fills the interior and the floor surface is not

. lb le.

.\ second structure lies approximately 27 metres southeast
:i Jre two room ruin and approximately 72 metres east of the
'-: junction. This building, originally of random rubble with
-:r-i rooms, has been reduced to a mound less than a metre in
:c. :ht .

The 1856 prospectus does record housing being built at the
:-"elter for the workers, while it is also possible that Pearson

ir:': his family lived at the site. The domestic use of one or both
:'-:.dings is also suggested by the ceramics and glassware

.::le in adjacent ploughed areas. There remains the question
:r :he storage building also mentioned in the prospectus,
r:cugh it is possible that some of the four rooms may have
:r:r used, or that there was another structure which has not
:r:r located.

Approximately 34 metres north of the second structure is a

-uil stone quarry cut into the side of the hill. This is
:r:.umed to have provided the structural material for the
:'-..dings and the chimney. The survey did not include an
,i",:.npt to locate the clay pits or brick kiln (or clamp)
-rrtioned in the contemporary reports. Based on early
.-:'i\s through the area, the likely position of the well which
c:. iced the smelter was also determined. althoueh no
:".ience was located.

DISCUSSION
---e \\'arribanno smelter and to some extent the earlier
-:-"elter(s) constructed and operated for the Geraldine Mining
-- r npany between 1850 and I 859 were contemporary with the
:.:,rest copper smelters constructed in South Australia.
- -nmin-e and Drew review the history of these operations.
:: ne dating from the late 1840s, and suggest that smelting in
>r.rth Australia was initiated at least partially for the same
-::son of attempting to eliminate the expense of having to
::nsport ore to the English smelters for processing.s2

Fig.7: Junction of smelter flues (looking
west).

Unfortunately Cumming and Drew are not specific about the
technology employed in South Australia, although it is
presumed that many if not all of the smelters during the
mid-nineteenth century employed reverberatory furnaces
comparable to the Warribanno example.

The only readily available survey plan of a near-
contemporary smelting fumace complex in Australia is that for
the previously mentioned 1860s Talisker Silver Lead Mine,
located near Cape Jervis in South Australia.s3 There are
interesting similarities between this site and Warribanno,
including the apparent separation of the calcining and
reverberatory fumaces into separate buildings. The photograph
of the Talisker Mine shows the calcining fumace without a
covering structure, similar to the proposed situation at
Warribanno, while the main reverberatory furnace is sheltered
beneath an open-sided galvanised iron roof.s4 It is also
interesting that at Thlisker the mine, grinding machines, brick
kiln, and smelter components are all within such close
proximity, whereas at the Geraldine Mine, which appears to
have been an operation of comparable size, the different parts
are spread over several kilometres.

Despite the absence of most of the superstructure of the
fumaces and flues, the Warribanno smelter appears to be of
similar design and operation to contemporary smelters seen in
Britain and especially northern England. The historical record
certainly suggests that the Geraldine Mining Company simply
purchased at least the two main reverberatory furnaces in
England, possibly based on the advice of the newly-hired
Pearson. The components, including ironwork, bricks and
possibly stonework, were shipped out complete and ready for
re-assembly, while Pearson re-created the flue system and
chimney he was most familiar with. The land (Location 3) had
already been purchased, presumably explicitly for the smelter,
and is noted on surveys as early as 1850.ss

Given that the furnaces themselves were essentially a kit,
there is no historical or physical evidence of particular
innovation in either design or operation. This is consistent with
other studies of technological diffusion which suggest that
mining in Australia generally remained dependent upon
British technology until the 1880s.s6 The only visible variation
at the Warribanno smelter is that in Britain the several furnaces
and any associated plant would normally be housed in a single
large building. The Warribanno furnaces are widely separated
and appear to have had their own covering structures, although
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ultimately the individual flues attach to a common main flue.
The reason for this separation is unclear, although it may have
been to allow the different furnaces to be built and come into
operation progressively over a two year period, without the
difficulties associated with the construction of a single housing
structure. In truth, given the dry conditions of the lower
Murchison, substantial stone structures such as suggested by
the remnant walling are completely unnecessary and must
have been almost unbearable in the summer, given that
temperatures frequently remain above 40o Celsius. It is
possible that only partial walls were built, although this may
be difficult to prove with the removal of most of the original
materials from the site.

Essentially, the historical and physical evidence suggests
that Warribanno was a state-of-the-art lead smelter which was
being operated by an experienced manager. The galena from
the mine was considered to be of a high grade and there was
ample fuel in the immediate neighbourhood. The earlier lead
smelter constructed by Pearson, probably of a simpler 'ore-
hearth' type and presumably fabricated from local materials,
had already produced quite reasonable results. Therefore, why
did the new reverberatory fumaces apparently fail, or at least
not achieve superior returns?

It is possible that some blame for the supposed failure of
the Warribanno smelter attaches to the Geraldine Minins
Company itself. The historical record for the operation showi
that the mine was beset by problems including irs remote
location, difficulties with supply, a belligerent convict
workforce and a sometimes dismal lack of intelligent mine
management which resulted in disastrous decisions such as
the placement of the main shaft in the middle of the river bed.
The early hand bucking ofthe ore, as well as the possible lack
of buddling due to water shortages, may well have been
insufficient to concentrate the ore for the smelter, leaving
impurities which reduced smelting efficiency. There had also
been the problem of finding a suitable flux to assist in the
chemical process of separating the lead from the slag. Without
chemical analysis of the galena from the mine and a sample of
lead from one of the reverberatory furnaces it may be clifficult
to resolve this question. However, the historical record
appears to lay the blame squarely on the poor management of
Pearson.

While the conflict between Pearson and Hoskin (the mine
manager) over the poor performace of the new furnaces has
already been detailed above, there is later evidence which also
condemns Pearson for the poor result. Joseph Lucas Horrocks,
a Cornishman who arrived in the colony as a convict in the
early 1850s before becoming a mine owner and manager in
nearby Northampton, wrote a lengthy report to the Colonial
Secretary in 1860 on mining in the region, including a
summary of the situation at the Geraldine Mine.57 In this he
describes the great potential of the Geraldine Mine while
lamenting the incompetence and lack of mining skilt of the
various companies and managers. His statement includes the
following:

The ore is cubic galena is mostly obtained clean and
free from the matrix (crystallised quartz) and yields by
assay 75 to 80 per cent of pure lead but strange and
discreditable as it may appear did not yield to the
fumace more than 33 to 38 per cent showing a most
defective manipulation and ignorance of metallurgy
and much of the loss from first to last may be attributed
to the want of skill in this department alone.

. Horrocks' claim of a 33 to 38 per cent yield is even lower
than the 50 per cent yield stated in earlier reports, although it is
possible that this represents the production of the fumace after
Pearson's probable departure in mid-1854. Naturally there is
the possibility that Honocks was simply repeating local
innuendo, although the rest of the report and several of his
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other writings show an eye for detail and an overall desire to
promote the successful aspects of the district, albeit tempered
by a tendency to point out poor performance by other miners
and managers.

There is insufficient historical data to arrive at an
objective opinion as to whether the yield of lead from ore
processed at the Warribanno smelters was lower than might
be expected from contemporary operations in similar
circumstances. Records of the total weight of ore raised from
the Geraldine Mine and the specific production from the
smelter (rather than export figures) are limited or non-
existant, making i t  di f frcult  to independently examine whether
the criticisms levelled at Pearson were true or mixed with
personal conflicts. Contemporary smelting operations in
South Australia, while using similar furnace technology, were
based on copper processing and are therefore not suitable for
comparison.

Of interest is Horrocks' statement that much of the lead
from the Geraldine Mine (presumably in smelted form) was
purchased for the China market, because the high purity made
it softer than English lead and easier to roll into thin sheets as
l ining for tea chests.58

From the late 1850s onwards the mining of the
Northampton mineral field increasingly became the province
of the ubiquitous Cornish miners. Horrocks himself is credited
with first bringing skilled miners out to the colony in the mid-
1850s and 1860s, with Captain Samuel Mitchei l  continuing
this trend through to the turn of the century.59 It was Mitchell
who in the 1860s and 1870s f inal ly broughr rhe Geraldine
Mine into steady production and achieved reasonable profit.
However, there is no evidence that he or any other subsequent
owner or manager attempted to operate the smelter. It is even
conceivable that the furnaces had already been sold and
removed during one of the several passages of the mine and its
properties between owners.

Very little is known of the small frontier community based
at the Geraldine Mine, with even less recorded of those
persons living at the Warribanno smelter. As noted earlier, the
I 856 prospectus does record the construction of ,good

dwelling houses for workmen' at the smelter site, implying
that at least several men remained resident at Warribanno,
rather than twice daily walking the 4 kilometres from the main
camp adjacent to the Murchison River and the Geraldine
Mine.60 It  is not clear whether the Pearson family l ived near
the mine or at rhe smelter, although the responsibi l i ty as
smelter manager would suggest the latter.6l The presence of
domestic artefacts scattered around the two structures to the
east of the main smelter complex suggests potential for
excavation of these sites, both to determine the nature of the
onginal occupants and to exantine the general l i feways ofwhat
at the time was one of the most remote European outposts in
Western Australia.

The proximity of the two presumed dwellings to the lead
smelter and chimney raises questions regarding the health of
the smelter community. The gaseous by-products of ref ining
galena ore ( lead sulphide) included sulphur dioxide, which is
both poisonous and corrosive. In addit ion, even though the f lue
system helped to remove the sublimated lead particles from the
hearth discharge, some of this matter would inevitably be
released into the nearby atmosphere. While there is no
historical record of any health problems experienced by the
Warribanno smelter community, some impact, whether
through breathing fumes or because of contamination of soil,
water or locally grown foodstuffs seems highly likely. The
relatively brief and inegular operation of the Wanibanno
fumaces may well have limited the risk of injury to the
workers or to Pearson's family. Wind direct ions and condit ions
around the smelter are not known, but investigation of this
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.:etail and testing of lead levels in soil around the sites may
rrove to be of interest.

After the closure of the Warribanno smelter the ore from
rre Geraldine Mine and the other lead and copper mines which
:rtted the Northampton Mineral Field appears to have been
,ripped out for smelting in either England, Asia or the other
- rlonies. In 1873 a new smelter was constructed at Mccuires
- 3ad Mine, near Isseka at the southem end of the Northampton
'.'lrneral Field.0z Little is known of this operation, although
-:spite being located significantly nearer the harbour at
;:raldton and not suffering many of the difficulties of the
,.:raldine, it too failed within several years. Further historical
---.J archaeological investigation of both this and several other
.":ssible smelters in Westem Australia in the late nineteenth
-.- J early twentieth centuries is required.

I- ONCLUSION

--.: archaeological and historical evidence clearly indicates
.-.r the Warribanno lead smelter was a reverberatory furnace

:plex comparable to contemporary British and South
- -:tralian operations. There is little evidence for innovation in
' :r design or operation beyond the possibility of minor

- -:ftations to accomodate local environmental circumstances
- - : l'ailability of materials.

Ir is not possible to firmly establish whether the reduced
-- :rency of the smelting operations was as significant and

" :>lerous as claimed by several contemporary sources. It
.lso not possible to determine whether the difficulties

- , runtered were the result of human error in the construction
..- : operation of the fumaces as implied by these

-:3mporary reporters, a by-product of poor ore
-::ntration practices (because of l imited water and lack of a

- :,ble flux). or a combination of these and other factors.
ircavation of the reverberatory hearths, as well as further

.-. .sis of the properties of galena from the Geraldine Mine

. - - .lny remnant particles of pig lead recovered from the
- 

-.:er 
site, will undoubtedly reveal more about the operation

:.re Warribanno complex and the possible causes of its
- ,: rsed failure. Further survey is also required to locate any
:--:rnS of the smelter which preceeded the Warribanno

' :.::hs and in fact was responsible for much of the production
- i-53 and 1854. Together with the substantially intact
' '  --: ins of the associated Geraldine Lead Mine and its
:--.ifi1ert, these sites are a unique and irreplaceable source of
-' :nation about the earliest phase of European mining in
:.:.m Australia. Further surveys to record the history and

".'. ,eology of the whole complex are intended in the near
-  

'  
- :3.

)espite its ult imate failure and limited role in the history
- - - Jevelopment of Westem Australian mining, the mere fact
- .' :he Warribanno smelter was constructed and brought into
:':.-.ltion was a significant achievement. First, the extreme

:rion of the site, 500 kilometres from Perth and the nearest
-:,-e of supply, must be considered. After the sea voyage to

I : Gregory the fumace components had to unloaded and
' - - :d across more than 50 kilometres of nearly waterless
- :plains. Before the fumaces could be constructed the land

' - - :o be prepared, local clay mined and thousands of bricks
- -lded and fired at the site. Stone also had to be quanied
. - : ihe substantial structures of the chimney and flues raised.
- . ras been noted for the Calcifer smelter at Chillagoe in
' ::hem Queensland, the cost and effort required to undertake
-: ,'onstruction of the Warribanno smelter can also be seen
" .inrbolic of the Geraldine Mining Company's belief that
-:. wer€ spearheading a permanent mining settlement of

-- -.revements of the mine and smelter are sti l l  remarkable in
-  : .  f  o$,n r ight .
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